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Trump cancels Kim meeting
NORTH KOREA » President accuses country of bad faith,
but says summit could still occur; Pyongyang is willing
By MARK LANDLER
AND EILEEN SULLIVAN
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — President Donald Trump on Thursday pulled out
of a highly anticipated summit meeting with Kim Jong Un, accusing
the North Koreans of bad faith and
lamenting that “this missed opportunity is a truly sad moment in history.”
The president made his announce-

ment in a remarkably personal, at
times mournful-sounding letter to
Kim, North Korea’s leader, in which
he cited the North’s “tremendous anger and open hostility” in recent public statements as the specific reason
for canceling the meeting.
Trump said later that the meeting,
which had been scheduled for June
12 in Singapore, could still happen,
and North Korea issued a strikingly
conciliatory response, saying it hoped

Trump would reconsider.
But Trump also
renewed talk of military action against
the North and vowed
to keep pressing economic
sanctions,
guaranteeing that Donald
for now, at least, his Trump
unlikely courtship
of Kim will give way to a more familiar cycle of threats and tension.
The mixed messages were in keeping with a diplomatic gambit that
had an air of unreality from the

INSIDE

start, when, in early
March, Trump spontaneously accepted
Kim’s invitation to
meet — an acceptance that North Korea did not even publicly acknowledge
for several days.
Kim Jong
As the date for the
Un
meeting drew closer, U.S. and North Korean officials
staked out deeply divergent positions
on how quickly the North should sur-

■ Kim thought
destroying North
Korea’s only
nuclear test site
would be a show
of good faith
— hours later,
Trump cancels
their planned
summit / A11
■ Analysis:
Trump’s risks,
policies get reality
check / A12
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LARKFIELD » REBUILDING AFTER FIRES

Tug of war over housing

Weinstein
is facing
arrest in
New York
Media mogul, hit with
numerous assault claims,
expected to turn self in
By JAMES C. MCKINLEY JR.
AND BENJAMIN MUELLER
NEW YORK TIMES

BETH SCHLANKER / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Nick Moen stands on his empty lot Wednesday on Pacific Heights Drive in Mark West Estates after his home was destroyed by the Tubbs fire.

Homeowner’s plans stymied by HOA’s ban on adding granny units
By KEVIN FIXLER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

N

ick Moen has a plan for his firescarred property in Sonoma County that suits his family’s needs and
would result in exactly the kind of housing
that local and state officials want developed.
Moen wants to rebuild his Larkfield
home, one of the nearly 5,300 Sonoma County homes destroyed in the October fires.

And he wants to add a granny unit, with its
own kitchen, bathroom and living quarters,
on his property for his mother-in-law.
But that’s where his plan has been stymied: A majority of residents in the homeowners association for Mark West Estates
voted in January to implement a full ban of
all secondary dwelling units. In the coming
weeks, Moen has a mediation hearing with
the homeowners association.
His case could have broader implications
across the state, as homeowners seek to

leverage elected officials’ push for more
housing against the limits proposed by
HOAs, which set rules that apply to an estimated 6 million Californians.
Moen, a 36-year-old project manager for
a mechanical contractor and father of two,
admits he knew the Mark West Estates covenants were silent on whether a granny unit
was allowed in his neighborhood. He acknowledges the covenants weren’t specific,

NEW YORK — Harvey Weinstein, the disgraced movie mogul, is expected to surrender to
the police in Manhattan today
on charges that he raped one
woman and forced another to
perform oral sex on him, law enforcement officials said.
The charges
follow an avalanche of accusations against
him that led
women around
the world, some
of them famous
and many of
them not, to
Harvey
come forward
Weinstein
with accounts
of being sexu- INSIDE
ally harassed Morgan Freeman
and assaulted accused of sexual
by
powerful harassment / B1
men.
Those stories spawned the
global #MeToo movement, and
since then, the ground has shifted beneath men who for years
benefited from a code of silence
around their predatory behavior.
Weinstein, 66, had until recently seemed untouchable,
harnessing his wealth and his
influence in the movie industry to intimidate women out
of speaking publicly and, only
three years ago, withstand an
investigation into groping allegations.
The
Manhattan
district
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“We’re seeing people victimized once by the fires, and all they want to do
is figure out a way to afford to live in Santa Rosa for the rest of their lives.”
CASEY EDMONDSON, a city of Santa Rosa planning commissioner and attorney with Friedemann Goldberg

Revenge on tiny purple sea creatures
Divers will work this weekend to
remove voracious urchins that have
wreaked havoc on abalone, kelp
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READY FOR FUN IN THE SUN?

By MARY CALLAHAN

Special Sonoma Go covers
all you need to know
about season’s best events
around North Bay / D1
to catch beer
Fans attempt
the crowd by
sprayed on at BottleRock.
a performer
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Abalone hunters and other recreational divers forced to stand by idly for years as
tiny purple urchins overran the ocean floor
off the North Coast are scheduled to converge
en masse over Memorial Day weekend to try
their hand at resetting nature.
At least 100 participants are expected to
gather at Ocean Cove on the Sonoma Coast
for a two-day blitz aimed at clearing as many
of the dollar-sized urchins from the cove as
possible. They hope it will give some of the region’s ravaged bull kelp and the beleaguered
red abalone that feed on it a fighting chance
at recovery.
The event is one of several in the works by
the Watermen’s Alliance, a coalition of spearfishing clubs claiming more than 1,000 members throughout California. The campaign,
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JOHN BURGESS / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT, 2016

involving public and private partners, aims to
try to restore the kelp forest that once dominated offshore waters in Sonoma and Mendocino counties.

Abalone divers try their luck in rough water
at Ocean Cove on the last day of the season.
Divers plan to descend on the coastal floor this
holiday weekend to collect sea urchins. They
hope it will help some of the region’s ravaged
TURN TO URCHINS » PAGE A2 bull kelp and the red abalone that feed on it.
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